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THE CHALLENGE
OF KEEPING THE
CLIMATE WITHIN
TOLERABLE LIMITS
IS A DAUNTING
ONE REQUIRING
DECISIVE ACTION.
We must not underestimate the challenge

render the imperative of a globally

of meeting an acceptable emissions target.

decarbonised energy system

The challenge is likely impossible to meet

an impossible challenge.

without deploying all available mitigation
options. The only carbon-free energy

We call for a rational, technologically

technology that is mature, demonstrably

and economically sound approach to the

cost-effective and proven to be scalable at

choice of carbon-free technologies that is

a globally relevant level is nuclear energy.

cognizant of the magnitude of the climate

Continuing to exclude and discriminate

change problem and considers

against nuclear technologies will likely

all available options.

• Where it has been used, nuclear power

• Nuclear technology remains the most

has already done the job. It is a proven

cost-effective replacement for coal

climate response strategy.

and gas. All clean energy technologies,
including nuclear, must become cheaper

• Nuclear power continually innovates.
Today’s decisions need to be based

through intense and continual innovation,
commercialisation and deployment.

on today’s technologies.
• Nuclear technology saves lives.
• Nuclear technologies are the fastest

Every time nuclear power is installed,

way to add clean energy. Adding nuclear

energy gets safer, air gets cleaner and

capacity at a rate less than achieved

greenhouse gas emissions are avoided.

already by France and Sweden would
be sufficient to replace current and

• Used nuclear fuel is a challenge we

projected global electricity supply

understand today and an opportunity for

as early as 2050. New designs and

plentiful energy for tomorrow.

construction methods will help
us meet that challenge.

INTRODUCTION

In the absence of emissions control policies

considerable evidence that the warming

the globe is expected to warm by a further

limit should be less than 2°C, current and

1.3 to 4.3°C by 2100 and global-mean

proposed policies have generally accepted

sea level could rise by 30 to more than

this as a target. Even with this target (and

70 cm. To reduce the magnitude of future

this is a point that is often overlooked),

change we must reduce the emissions of

sea level will continue to rise inexorably for

greenhouse gases (or capture them before

many centuries, almost certainly exceeding

they mix into the atmosphere). Because

one meter, perhaps much more if tipping

carbon dioxide concentration changes

points are passed for ice melt from

are the primary cause of human-caused

Greenland or Antarctica.

climate change, the main focus should
be on transitioning to a largely carbon-

The challenge of keeping climate within

free energy economy; but reductions in

tolerable limits is a daunting one requiring

the emissions of other greenhouse gases

decisive action. The magnitude of the

should also be part of a comprehensive

challenge is such that to deny any options

climate-change mitigation portfolio.

for reducing greenhouse gas emissions
would be foolish. We cannot afford to let

The 2009 Copenhagen Accord has

the balance of carbon-free energy options

recommended that future global warming

be blinded by ideology, undermined by

should be kept below 2°C relative to

preconceptions, or based on a lack of

the pre-industrial level. While there is

knowledge of the costs and benefits,

TO REDUCE
THE MAGNITUDE
OF FUTURE CHANGE
WE MUST REDUCE
THE EMISSIONS OF
GREENHOUSE
GASES

advantages and disadvantages,

arising from the intermittency of supply

and strengths and weaknesses

and the current practice of using fossil-

of different technologies.

fuel-based electricity generation to fill the
supply gap. Misplaced anti-nuclear ideology

Of all of the emissions reduction options,

and wishful thinking appear to have driven

nuclear power is the only carbon-free

many people towards a belief that

technology that has proven capability, and

renewable technologies are the silver

which is demonstrably scalable at a rate

bullet for solving the climate problem.

that can contribute significantly to solving
the climate problem. Examples from France

This Fact Sheet summarises the state of

and Sweden where this has been done

knowledge regarding nuclear technology

are described below. In spite of this, most

in order to inform the press, the public,

emphasis has been placed on intermittent

and policy makers, and act as a guide

renewable energy sources like wind and

towards rational decision-making. Our key

solar. This is partly because of over-

messages are these: do not underestimate

optimistic estimates of how much can

how difficult the challenge of meeting an

be achieved with these technologies.

acceptable target is; and be aware that the

Such arguments frequently under-estimate

challenge will not be met unless we keep

the costs involved and the direct and

all mitigation options

indirect subsidies that these technologies

on the table.

currently enjoy, and downplay the problems

HOW DO
NUCLEAR
REACTORS
WORK?

At the most basic level, nuclear power

First, is the amount of fuel required: A

plants work the same way as power

1GWe coal-fired plant uses approximately

plants using fossil fuels. A source of heat

3–4 million tons per year of coal, while an

is used to boil water or heat a gas that then

equivalent nuclear plant uses only about

powers a turbine, and a generator converts

200 tons of fuel (U3O8 equivalent).

the rotational energy of the turbine into

Second, is the amount of emissions:

electricity. The difference is in the source

Fossil-fuel-driven plants produce large

of heat. In a nuclear power plant the heat

amounts of carbon dioxide (CO2) and other

is generated by the disintegration

pollutants (less for gas-fired compared

(or “fission”) of radioactive elements

with coal-fired plants), while, in operation,

contained in the reactor fuel.

nuclear plants produce no CO2 and their
CO2 emissions are very small even if a

Apart from the method of heat generation,
there are two major differences between
fossil-fuel and nuclear power plants.

full life-cycle analysis is considered.
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Nuclear reactor fuel is made up of both

The U-238 in naturally occurring uranium

“fissile” and “fertile” elements. Fissile

ore is one of the three fertile elements

elements are those that are naturally

that occur naturally, the others being

radioactive (i.e., elements that can undergo

U-234 and Th-232 (thorium). Uranium is

fission). Fertile elements are those that

abundant in our environment, averaging

can be transmuted by simple nuclear

1.8 parts per million in soils and at much

reactions (absorption of neutrons and beta

higher concentrations in ores where natural

decay) to fissile elements. Conventional

processes have caused it to concentrate.

(and the majority of current) reactors use

Th-232, which is three to four times more

fuel where the fraction of fissile U-235 in

abundant that U-238, can also be used as

uranium ore (about 0.7%; the remainder is

fuel in a nuclear reactor. First, however,

U-238) is enriched to 3 to 5%. The exception

we will consider the role of uranium.

is reactors of the CANDU (CANadian
Deuterium Uranium) reactor type,
which use unenriched uranium ore.

Conventional Reactors

releases heat, so SNF must be kept on-site

Current conventional reactors use the

or disposed of.

in cooling ponds before being stored

fission of uranium to create energy.
In current conventional reactors,

The remaining energy output in a uranium

the U-235-enriched uranium is in the form

reactor comes from the U-238. U-238

of solid fuel rods containing ceramic fuel

absorbs some of the fission-product

pellets made of uranium oxide (UO2).

neutrons and is transmuted to U-239

Other fuel configurations have been and

[half-life = 23 minutes]. U-239, through

still are being investigated, the main two

beta decay, transmutes to neptunium

being pebble-bed reactors (PBRs) and

(Np-239, half-life = 2.4 days), which, in turn,

molten salt reactors (MSRs). These have

(also by beta decay) transmutes to fissile

inherent advantages over conventional

plutonium (Pu-239, half-life = 24,100 years).

fuel-rod configurations, but neither has yet

The fission of Pu-239 produces more

reached the stage of commercial viability.

energy and more neutrons.

Some information on MSRs is given below.
The production of neutrons through these
In a conventional reactor, fission of the

reactions is what initiates a self-sustaining

U-235 produces a large amount of energy

nuclear chain reaction, using up most

and a number of neutrons. Two-thirds of

of the original U-235 and the secondary

the energy output from a uranium-fuelled

products (Pu-239) in the process, and

reactor is produced by U-235 fission. U-235

a fraction of the U-238. The process is

fission processes produce, over a period of

controlled by designing the reactor core so

a few years, a number of fission products,

that the reaction rate decreases when the

including highly radioactive isotopes such

temperature increases, which ensures that

as Cs-137 [half-life, 30.1 years] and Sr-90

the reactor can operate at a stable power

[28.9 years]. In addition, minor amounts

level, and by using moveable control rods

of much heavier isotopes (“actinides”;

made of neutron absorbing material

elements with atomic numbers of 89 or

to adjust this power level.

more) are produced but not consumed.
Fission products make up approximately

Although most of the so-called “waste”

4–5% of the unused or “spent” nuclear fuel

in the spent fuel rods is U-238, there are

(SNF), while actinides (of which plutonium

many other elements that come from the

is one) make up about 1%. Most of the SNF,

above energy-producing reactions and

however, is composed of unused U-238.

other nuclear reactions not specifically

SNF is often referred to as “waste”,

mentioned here. While the Pu-239 produced

which is somewhat of a misnomer

internally is an important source of energy,

(see below). Decay of the fission products

not all of this element is used. About 0.8%

of the spent nuclear fuel (SNF) is unused

of advantages, and they are the technology

Pu-239. Because Pu-239 can be used

of choice for proposed reactors that use the

in the manufacture of nuclear weapons,

thorium cycle to produce energy. MSRs are

this raises security and proliferation

still largely conceptual and are still some

concerns. However, this plutonium is mixed

way from being commercially viable.

with highly radioactive material in the SNF,
so it is not an attractive material to steal,
unless it is separated into pure form.

Thorium Reactors
As noted above, natural thorium is fertile,

Spent nuclear fuel (SNF) can be stored

but not fissile. In a thorium reactor,

safely, and this plutonium therefore

Th-232 first must absorb a neutron to

provides a reserve of additional fuel that

produce Th-233 [half-life = 22 minutes].

could be used in future advanced reactors.

Th-233, in turn, through beta decay, rapidly

Within the legal framework of the

transmutes to protactinium (Pa-233, half-

Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty,

life = 27 days), which quickly transmutes to

this fuel is also monitored by the

fissile U-233. It is the fission of U-233

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)

[half-life = 160,000years] that produces

to provide assurance that any diversion of

energy and neutrons, and the neutrons in

SNF for use for military purposes should be

turn produce more U-233 from the input

detected rapidly. The low attractiveness of

Th-232 fuel, maintaining a sustained

SNF for weapons, and the robust ability of

cycle. Thorium reactors, however,

the IAEA to monitor SNF to detect diversion,

need an initial source of neutrons,

are the principal factors that result in low

and this must be supplied by “seeding”

international concern about the use of

the reactor with fissile material, such as

conventional civil nuclear reactors.

U-233, U-235 or Pu-239. Although the
reactor produces U-233, if U-233 is to be

Molten Salt Reactors

used as an initial seed, this must come

The above description applies primarily

irradiating Th-232 in a conventional or fast

to conventional, uranium-fueled reactors

neutron reactor. There is currently no ready

where fuel is fabricated into solid fuel rods.

supply of U-233. Alternatively, uranium

An alternative procedure is to dissolve the

enriched up to 20% U-235, or Pu-239

uranium fuel in high-temperature molten

recovered from SNF using reprocessing

fluoride salts, technology that was explored

could be used to seed thorium reactors.

as early as the 1960s. Reactors that use this

Currently there are no operating

technology, which are technically Gen. IV

thorium reactors.

reactors, are called “Molten Salt Reactors”
(MSR). MSRs theoretically have a number

from some external source … such as by

REACTOR
GENERATIONS

Nuclear reactors are classified by generation number;
terminology introduced by the US Dept. of Energy.
Generation I Reactors

core are slowed down sufficiently to sustain

Gen. I reactors refer to early prototype

isotope that produces the power. The Three

reactors built up to around 1965.

Mile Island and Fukushima reactors were

the chain reaction with U-235, the uranium

Gen. II reactors. The Chernobyl reactor

Generation II Reactors

was an even cruder design, of a type
never built outside the USSR.

Gen. II reactors were the first commercial
reactors, built mainly up to the mid 1990s.
Most Gen. II reactors are Light Water

Generation III Reactors

Reactors, LWRs (mainly Pressurized Water

Gen. III reactors (advanced LWRs) are

Reactors, PWRs, or Boiling Water Reactors,

improved versions of Gen. II reactors.

BWRs) that are cooled and moderated with

The main improvement is in the

ordinary water. Less common are heavy

introduction of passive and inherent,

water reactors such as the CANDU reactor.

or multiply-redundant safety systems that

Moderation is the process by which fast

ensure that, in the event of an accident,

neutrons emitted by the fuel in the reactor

the reactor will shut down spontaneously

without the need for human intervention.

design certification from the US Nuclear

In addition, improved construction methods

Regulatory Commission (in Dec. 2011)

have reduced the probability of core

was the Toshiba-Westinghouse AP1000

damaging events by a factor of two to

PWR (1150 MWe; “AP” stands for

three orders of magnitude. The first Gen.

“Advanced Passive”). Gen. III+ reactors

III reactor became operational in 1996.

include the possibility of prefabricated

Although the original CANDU reactors

components and considerable economies of

were classified as Gen. II (in spite of their

scale. This is especially the case for Small

improved safety characteristics compared

Modular Reactor (SMR) designs (25 to 300

with other Gen. II reactors), the latest

MWe) that may be entirely factory built

versions (e.g. CANDU6) are Gen. III.

and then shipped to site for installation.
A further advance with Gen. III reactors is

Generation III+ Reactors

that they can be built to be more efficient

Gen. III+ reactors offer improvements in

than earlier generation reactors. Typically,

safety above the original Gen. III reactors,

a modern load-following unit can change its

particularly with regard to passive cooling

output from 20% to 100% at a rate of 3–5%

in an emergency shutdown (i.e., cooling

per minute (NEA News No. 29.2. 2011).

that requires no operator intervention or
external power for up to several days).
The first Gen. III+ reactor to get final

at load following and so are more versatile

Generation IV Reactors

Fast reactors do not use a moderator.

Gen. IV reactors are not yet commercially

to transmute the plentiful fertile isotope

available, and may not be for some

U-238 into fissile plutonium, which is then

decades. Nevertheless, in the long-term,

consumed as fuel. For a coolant, there are

Gen. IV reactors may be crucially important,

several choices including molten lead or

if, as has been suggested, the economically

sodium, supercritical water, or helium.

available supply of uranium is limited.

The IFR does produce some waste even

With conventional (uranium) reactors,

after multiple reprocessing cycles. The

if their development is as rapid as might

waste volume per unit of energy generated,

be required to add significantly to efforts

however, is less than 5% of the SNF volume

to solve the climate problem, there would

arising from a Gen. II or Gen. III reactor.

have to be a considerable increase in the

Furthermore, as most of the long-lived

rate of uranium consumption. Gen. IV

actinides are used up in the production

reactors would solve any uranium

of electricity, the waste decays to the

supply problem.

level of natural uranium ore in around

Instead they use fast neutrons directly

300 years (compared with tens to
Gen. IV reactors are passively safe reactors

hundreds of thousands of years

of two types: those that use a moderator

for “conventional” waste).

to slow down neutrons; and fast neutron
reactors. Fast neutron reactors have the

Fast reactor technology is not new,

added advantage that they can burn the

with over 300 reactor-years of experience

(suitably reprocessed) SNF produced by

worldwide. Russia’s BN600 fast reactor is

conventional reactors. When combined

still reliably producing electricity after over

with appropriate reprocessing technology

30 years, and last year they started up

(see below) to form an Integral Fast

a slightly larger version, the BN800.

Reactor (IFR) system, Gen. IV reactors

France’s smaller Phenix fast reactor

should use close to 100% of the energy

also ran for over 30 years. A fast reactor

contained in mined uranium, increasing the

using its output for both electricity and

energy potential by a factor of around 100.

desalination operated in the USSR for

Furthermore, by using uranium stocks in

over 20 years, and the US DOE has built

either SNF, depleted uranium (i.e., uranium

and operated two prototype fast reactors

left over from enrichment), and/or weapons

(Experimental Breeder Reactor (EBR) I and

material from decommissioned nuclear

EBR II). EBR II was a 62.5 MWth (megawatts

warheads, there is enough energy available

thermal output) sodium-cooled reactor with

today to power the whole planet for up to

an on-site reprocessing system that ran

1000 years with no need to mine any

for more than 30 years at the Argonne

more uranium.

National Laboratory in Idaho.

EBR II was used mainly for the testing of

reactor (500 MWe) is due to come on line

various operating and safety issues and had

soon. Potentially, this reactor and others

not reached the stage where commercial-

like it can be used to produce U-233,

scale development could begin. It has

the isotope of uranium that is needed to

been estimated that full commercialization

“seed” thorium reactors (which run on

could have been achieved within 10 years,

Th-232). Before energy can be extracted

but there were (and are) problems still

from Th-232 it needs to be irradiated (or

to be solved. Unfortunately, apparently in

“seeded”) with U-233 (or U-235 or Pu-239).

response to misinformed pressure from

In principle, the reactor can then produce

anti-nuclear groups and antagonistic

its own U-233 from the thorium to become

advisors within the executive branch,

self-sustaining. Elsewhere, the Shanghai

its development was shut down by the

Institute of Applied Physics has a large

Clinton-Gore administration in 1994.

program to develop thorium molten salt
reactor technology, investigating both solid

Fast reactor technology has the potential to

and liquid fuel designs, and several start

simultaneously solve the waste and energy

up companies are developing molten salt

availability problems without adding CO2 to

reactor designs in the United States and

the atmosphere. Fast reactors are currently

Canada, such as the ThorCon design.

being built in Russia, India and China.

As with the proposed larger Indian reactor

General Electric-Hitachi is offering an

technology, the ThorCon reactor can be

SMR (PRISM), based on IFR technology,

fueled either with conventional U-235,

as a commercial design.

Pu-239 or thorium. The first ThorCon
versions will probably use U-235.

Thorium Reactors

Before transitioning to using thorium

Another class of reactor is fueled with

in these reactors there are a number

thorium rather than uranium. The first

of hurdles still to be overcome with

thorium research reactors were built

this technology. There are, however,

in the 1960s, so the technology is not

potential benefits for using molten salts …

new. Currently, however, there are no

in terms of safety, reduced construction

commercial thorium reactors. Research

costs, and (given that no enrichment is

on thorium reactor technology is most

required in their thorium configurations)

active in India, which has large geological

fuel availability.

reserves of thorium. As part of this
program, the Kalpakkam fast breeder

ENRICHMENT &
REPROCESSING
Current reactors use uranium as

use ultracentrifuge technology.

the fuel. The energy comes from U-235,

This is still a slow, multistage process

which makes up only about 0.7% of mined

requiring some 20 stages to reach reactor-

uranium (the rest is almost all U-238).

grade enrichment. Both of

LWRs require the mined uranium to be

these methods are costly, energy

enriched to bring the U-235 content up to

intensive and technologically challenging.

3 to 5%. This level is referred to as reactor

More recently, laser enrichment methods,

grade. For weapons, the enrichment level

which, potentially, are much more efficient,

must be much higher, greater than 85%.

have been proposed and investigated.

CANDU reactors do not require enriched

The most notable of these is SILEX

fuel, instead using natural, unenriched

(Separation of Isotopes by Laser

uranium. The CANDU reactor can, however,

Excitation). There are doubts, however,

be modified to use enriched fuels, and even

about the scalability of this technology,

thorium.

and an alternative, CRISLA (Condensation
Repression by Isotope Selective Laser

There is a range of possible enrichment

Activation) has been proposed that

technologies that have been used in the

is potentially scalable, efficient and

past, are currently used, or are projected.

relatively inexpensive. None of these laser

The earliest method was to use the

enrichment technologies has yet been

differential diffusion properties of uranium

demonstrated at commercial scale.

hexafluoride as U(235)F6 and U(238)F6.
This is an inefficient process requiring more

Fast neutron reactors require more highly

than 1000 stages to produce reactor-grade

enriched fuel than conventional reactors.

UF6. Currently, the primary method is to

This can be obtained from spent fuel by

reprocessing, and a particular type of

Pyroprocessing is a high-temperature,

reprocessing technology (pyroprocessing)

electro-chemical technology, proven

has been suggested as most appropriate.

at small scale but not yet employed

Reprocessing activities today, however,

at commercial scale. Pyroprocessing

employ a wet chemical method called

separates out the actinides from the

PUREX (Plutonium and Uranium Recovery

SNF producing a mix of isotopes in the

by EXtraction) which produces a mixture of

reprocessed material that can be used

Pu and U oxides (MOX) that can, in principle,

for fuel manufacture. In spite of the high

be re-used in the reactor to increase total

enrichment level required to refuel a

energy production by some 20%. There are

fast-neutron reactor (about 20% fissile

a number of modifications of PUREX that

material), the isotope mix in the

have been investigated. PUREX reduces

pyro-reprocessing product would make

waste volume but, because it does not

it virtually impossible to use this material

separate out the long-lived actinides,

for weapons manufacture.

provides only moderate reduction in the
need for waste disposal. Furthermore,

By separating out most of the actinides

the separation of Pu and U presents,

the residual waste is much less radioactive

potentially, an added proliferation risk.

and, when disposed of, decays away to

Separation of purified Pu in a form that can

background levels in about 300 years.

be handled, however, would significantly

Pyroprocessing also has the advantage that

increase the cost of the security measures

it is more compact than other reprocessing

that would be required to prevent theft.

methods and so can be carried out on site.
Because all of the materials are handled
remotely, physical security is simplified.

CRITICISMS
OF NUCLEAR
ENERGY
These criticisms come under five headings;
waste disposal, safety, security, cost, and timing.
Waste disposal
This has been a primary concern for the

fuel pools and, increasingly, in dry cask

high-level, long-lived waste from Gen.

containers. An interesting rider here is that

II reactors, where some of the waste

similar pools and containers were used at

elements remain dangerously radioactive

Fukushima, and they survived the tsunami

for tens to hundreds of thousands of years.

perfectly. Nevertheless, long-term storage

In the United States, investigations into the

is still a controversial aspect of the nuclear

use of Yucca Mountain as a waste repository

cycle. The key issue here is whether SNF

required assessment of the site and its

needs to be disposed of permanently or

environmental impacts out to one million

“merely” stored in a way where it can be

years into the future. The use of Yucca

retrieved for future use. The 2012 US Blue

Mountain (in Nevada) was essentially ruled

Ribbon Commission Report on America’s

out by the Obama administration, primarily

Nuclear Future and the Strategy for the

for political reasons, although there were

Management and Disposal of Used Nuclear

many flaws in the US DOE’s attempt at

Fuel and High-Level Radioactive Waste

scientific justification for use of the site

(energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2013/04/f0/

that have yet to be addressed.

brc_finalreport_jan2012.pdf) included the
following statements … ‘the once-through

Currently, most spent nuclear fuel from US

fuel cycle will continue at least for the next

reactors is stored securely on-site in spent

few decades’, and ‘retrievability [of HLW]

is not necessary for the purpose of future

intervention or external power. Some of

reuse’. This conclusion is likely correct

the most comprehensive tests of passive

for U.S. defense high level wastes,

safety aspects were those carried out

which require deep geologic disposal and

with EBR II. The reactor behaved precisely

contain no potentially valuable materials,

as expected with passive shut down and

but SNF is different.

cooling even with total loss of power and
total loss of cooling pumps. Opponents

Why should we wish to retrieve spent

of nuclear energy have raised other

nuclear fuel (SNF)? The answer is that

extremely low probability safety concerns,

current light water reactors use less

such as terrorists flying a plane into the

than 1% of the energy locked up in mined

containment shield of a reactor, that have

uranium, and that fast reactors provide

also been addressed in the design and

a way to extract most of the unused

licensing of new reactors. For example,

energy (and, by doing so, greatly reduce

the AP1000’s shield building is made of

the amount of waste). If the amount of

3-ft thick reinforced concrete sandwiched

economically available uranium were to be

between ¾ inch thick steel plating

only sufficient to provide nuclear power in

specifically to address this possibility.

LWRs for, say, the next five decades or so,
as has been suggested, then it is likely to

Accidents at Three Mile Island (1979),

be necessary, on this timescale, to

Chernobyl (1986) and Fukushima (2011)

transition from LWRs to fast reactors.

have also been used by anti-nuclear

If so, then one could argue that we should

groups to suggest that nuclear reactors

ensure that current waste is retrievable

are inherently unsafe. It is important to

for future use in such reactors. This is

realize that these accidents occurred

not correct. Over coming decades, a

with old technology and would not have

considerable amount of spent fuel will

occurred if these reactors had used the

be produced from conventional reactors,

Gen. III technology that forms the basis

potentially providing a great deal of fuel for

for nuclear energy decision-making today.

fast reactors. It might be logical therefore

The Chernobyl reactor, in particular,

to permanently dispose of existing waste,

had no containment structure and could

and preserve some suitable fraction of

never have been built outside of the

new SNF in dry casks for future use.

Soviet Union, and the Fukushima accident
occurred because the older reactor designs

Safety

required electrical power, lost due to a

Many safety concerns have been addressed

cooling, while new reactor designs do not.

massive tsunami, to provide long-term

by Gen. III and Gen. IV technology, where,
in the event of an accident, the reactors

In any event, according to UN and WHO

shut down and then cool without human

reports, Chernobyl resulted in only

28 deaths of emergency workers and

of individuals exposed to doses at

firefighters who were exposed to very

levels equivalent to or lower than natural

high levels of radiation, and an estimated

background levels can be obtained by

15 further fatal instances of radiation-

multiplying the low dose values by the

induced thyroid cancer (see table on next

large number of individuals in the

page). Three Mile Island resulted in no

population. The conservative approach

deaths and no observed health problems

based on these questionable assumptions

even with the local population being closely

has been expressly disapproved of and

monitored for decades. Recent studies on

discouraged by UNSCEAR for application in

Fukushima show (1) no deaths attributable

making determinations of population-wide

to radiation exposure, and (2) radiation-

health impacts from exposure.

induced changes in cancer rates that could
be as low as zero and, even at the highest

With regard to the LNT hypothesis, an oft-

possible level, would be far below the

neglected consideration is hormesis. The

level required for statistical detection.

fact that the response of the human body
to exposure from toxins and radiation is

Crucially, the primary body for

likely to be nonlinear, with low doses often

assessing these aspects, the United

being beneficial when high doses can be

Nations Scientific Committee on the

fatal is often not recognized. Both hormesis

Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR)

and the LNT assumption are subject to

has stated that, with regard to Chernobyl,

significant bodies of contradictory evidence

“to date there has been no persuasive

and hence considerable uncertainty. One

evidence of any other health effects in the

should be circumspect when reading

general population that can be attributed

conclusions based on either assumption.

to radiation exposure” (UNSCEAR 2008).
Nevertheless, these issues are still

To put these nuclear accident statistics into

somewhat controversial.

a broader perspective, spanning all forms
of electricity production, we can use data

Inferences of latent fatalities beyond these

from the Swiss Paul Scherrer Institut’s

findings rely on highly uncertain modeling

(PSI) Laboratory for Energy Systems

that assumes the harm to individuals

Analysis. The Table below comes from

at low radiation doses can be estimated

their document “Final Report on Severe

simply by linear scaling of the effects of

Accident Risks Including Key Indicators”,

high doses (the “Linear, No-Threshold”,

Peter Burgherr et al. (2011).

LNT, hypothesis), and/or that radiation-

(In the original, this is Table 15.)

induced health effects within a population

Table 1: Accident statistics from PSI.
Summary of severe accidents with at least 5 immediate fatalities that occurred in fossil, hydro and nuclear
energy chains, as well as for selected renewables in the period 1970 - 2008. Accident statistics are given for
the categoriesOECD, EU 27, and non-OECD. For the coal chain, non-OECD w/o China and China alone are
given separately.

OECD

BJ27

OECD

Energy Chain

Accidents

Fatalities

Accidents

Fatalities

Accidents

Fatalities

Coal

86

2239

45

989

163
1437
818

5808 (a)
25772
11302

Oil

179

3383

64

1236

351

19376

Natural Gas

109

1257

37

366

77

1549

LPG

60

1880

22

571

70

2801

Hydro

1

14

1

116(b)

12

30007 (c)

Nuclear

–

–

–

–

1

31 (d)

Biogas

–

–

–

–

2

18 (e)

Biofuel (f)

6

8

–

–

1

3

Wind (g)

54

60

24

24

6

6

Geothermal

–

–

–

–

1

21 (h)

a.

b.
c.
d.

First line: Coal non-OECD w/o China; second
and third line : Coal China 1970 - 2008 and 1994
- 1999, respectively. Note that only data for 1994
- 1999 are representative because of substantial
underreporting in earlier years (Burgherr and
Hirschberg, 2007; Hirschberg et al., 2003b)
Belch dam failure (Romania, 1991).
Banqiao / Shimantan dam failures (China, 1975)
together caused 26,000 fatalities.
Only immediate fatalities. In the case of Chernobyl
estimates for latent fatalities range from about
9000 for Ukraine, Russia and Belarus to about
33,000 for the whole northern hemisphere in the
next 70 years (Hirschberg et al., 1998).

e.
f.
g.
h.

According to a recent study (Chernobyl Forum,
2005) by numerous United Nations organisations
(IAEA, WHO, UNDP, FAO, UNEP, UN-OCHA and
UNSCEAR) up to 40000 persons could die due to
radiation exposuree in the most contaminated
areas. This estimate is substantially lower than the
upper limit of the PSI interval, which, however, was
not restricted to the most contaminated areas.
Waste gas (13 fat, China, 2004), waste water (5 fat.,
Pakistan, 2008).
Only small accidents.
Only small accidents.
Guatemala (1991).

Source: “Final Report on Severe Accident Risks Including Key Indicators”, Peter Burgherr et al. (2011).
(In the original, this is Table 15.)

In terms of immediate fatalities from

follows … “there is no clearly demonstrated

accidents, nuclear is clearly one of the

increase in the incidence of solid cancers

safest forms of electricity generation.

or leukemia … in the most affected

The comparison with fossil-fuels is even

populations”, and “projections indicate

more striking when one realises that,

that, among the most exposed populations

in addition to deaths from accidents, as

… total cancer mortality might increase

many as 4,000,000 persons per year die

by up to a few per cent … An increase of

from the effects of air pollution arising

this magnitude would be very difficult to

from coal combustion.

detect, even with very careful long term
epidemiological studies”. The key point here

Footnote (d) in the above Table is deceptive,

is that these are complex issues and the

as the following quotes from the second

conclusions remain controversial. However,

revised version of the cited source

extreme statements about mortality and

demonstrate. On pp 15/16 it is noted

cancer rates that have appeared in the

that, among the 600,000 “liquidators”

literature are almost certainly unjustified.

(emergency and recovery workers),

Tellingly (p. 36), the report notes that “the

who received, on average, doses of 100

mental health impact of Chernobyl is the

mSv, “the possible increase in cancer

largest public health problem unleashed by

mortality due to … radiation exposure might

the accident to date”, a conclusion echoed

be up to a few per cent”. Then, on pp. 18/19

even more strikingly with the impacts

it states “There is no convincing evidence

of Fukushima.

at present [2005] that the incidence of
leukemia or cancer …

Additional information relevant to

has increased”. These points are repeated

safety concerns is given in Table 2 below.

in the report’s Summary (pp. 7/8) as

Table 2: Deaths associated with different energy sources. The numbers are deaths per TWh.
Source: Markandya and Wilkinson, The Lancet 370, 979–990 (2007), using data from the ExternE project.
Accidental deaths

Accidental deaths

Fuel type

Public

Occupational

From air pollution

Lignite

0.02

0.10

32.6

Coal

0.02

0.10

24.5

Gas

0.02

0.001

2.8

Oil

0.03

–

18.4

Biomass

–

–

4.6

Nuclear

0.003

0.019

0.052

Again, it is clear that, per unit of energy generated, nuclear is one of the safest forms of electricity production.

Nuclear Security and Nonproliferation
Uranium (U-235) and plutonium (Pu-239)

Controls and safeguards over enrichment

are the materials used to make nuclear

technology, however, remain of critical

explosives and weapons. SNF contains

security importance and there are potential

Pu-239 which, in principle, could be used

concerns with laser-based enrichment

to make weapons. But SNF contains a large

methods should this technology turn

number of elemental components, most

out to be scalable. On the other hand,

importantly other isotopes of plutonium,

development of fast neutron reactors

and separation (or at least substantial

would significantly reduce proliferation

enrichment) of the Pu-239 would be

risks, partly because the material that

required in order to produce material

is perceived by some to present such a

suitable for use in weapons. Along with low-

risk (SNF and decommissioned nuclear

enriched uranium, SNF does not provide an

warheads) would be eliminated and used

attractive material for terrorist theft.

to produce electricity, and partly because
the metal fuel proposed for use in fast

For nonproliferation, the key technologies

reactors cannot realistically be used for

that must be monitored and controlled

weapons manufacture without substantive

are reprocessing and enrichment, where

modifications to facilities that would be

materials are handled in bulk forms.

readily detected by IAEA safeguards.

IAEA safeguards monitor these bulk
processes to ensure that diversion of

Thorium breeder reactors also pose much

material does not occur. In the early

less of a proliferation threat because

decades of nuclear energy, when

they produce little or no actinides and

diffusion-based enrichment was the only

the contamination by U-232 makes

technology available, concerns centered

manipulation of the uranium extracted from

primarily on reprocessing technologies.

a thorium breeder much more difficult.

However, advances in uranium enrichment,
particularly centrifuge technologies, have
changed and complicated international
controls over nonproliferation.

Cost Issues
Critics of nuclear power have often

Ivanpah cost US$2.2bn to build, partly

stated that nuclear power stations are

underwritten by a $1.6bn loan guarantee

too expensive. But more comprehensive

from the US government. How does this

and balanced studies have shown nuclear

compare with the cost of building a nuclear

to be one of the cheapest forms of

power station? For Ivanpah, rated at 377

electricity production when full lifetime

MWe with 31.4% capacity factor this is

costs are considered. Relative costs,

$18.58bn/GWe. For a 1GWe nuclear power

of course, depend on location and the

station, assuming a 90% capacity factor,

availability and costs of alternative energy

and taking $6bn as a representative cost

sources. The following is a specific example

for a nuclear reactor in the US (costs are

from the USA.

generally lower in other countries;
see below), the cost is $6.67bn/GWe.

The most recent solar power station,

So the cost of building Ivanpah, per unit

and currently (Nov. 2015) the largest

of output, was 2.8 times the cost of

built to date, is the Ivanpah Solar

building a much higher output nuclear

Electric Generating System. Ivanpah is a

power station. Apart from this large cost

concentrating solar thermal plant in the

differential, the plant is far from being

Mojave Desert, CA. It comprises 347,000

carbon-free because the solar component

mirrors (each of 7m2 area) focusing

only gives intermittent power for only

sunlight onto three solar power towers.

part of the day.

The system is rated at 392 MWe, although
the nameplate (registered) rating is 377

The plant also has a much larger

MWe. In spite of its favorable desert

spatial footprint (with associated larger

location its claimed capacity factor is only

environmental/ecological impacts), and has

31.4%, so the expected annual average

a substantially shorter projected lifetime

power output is only 118.4 MWe. Gas is

than an equivalent nuclear option. A useful

used to “power up” the steam turbines

comparison is with the planned Toshiba-

each morning, and to fill the supply gap

Westinghouse SMR (225 MWe), projected to

during daylight hours when the Sun is

cost US$1.3bn. The footprint of this plant is

not shining. Even when only daylight hour

expected to be 15 acres, while an equivalent

supply is considered, the need for gas to fill

solar plant would require 2,400 acres and

supply gaps means that the plant cannot

an equivalent wind farm would require

be considered even remotely carbon-free.

60,000 acres.

Strictly, the supply that is used outside of
daylight hours should be considered as

The above Ivanpah cost of $18.58bn/GWe

part of the plant’s carbon footprint,

is not unique. It compares well with the

but this is rarely done.

estimated $25bn/GWe for the Germasolar

plant in Spain (which uses molten salt

Although this fraction may become less as

to partly solve the storage problem).

the plant matures to full operating capacity,
this result reinforces the statements above,

It is important in assessing Ivanpah to

viz. that the plant cannot be considered

look carefully at actual operational results

remotely carbon-free … even when night-

from when the plant began operation in

time shut down is ignored.

January 2014. For the first 12 months,
the plant produced approximately 408,000

In the above Ivanpah/nuclear comparison

MWh of electricity. The expected annual

a build cost for nuclear of $6bn/GWe was

electricity production rate when the plant is

assumed. Costs for nuclear power plant

fully operational is 118.4x8766 = 1,038,000

construction, however, vary widely.

MWh, so the actual electricity produced in

At the high end, the Olkiluoto plant in

2014 was only about 40% of full capacity.

Finland (being built by the French

This was partly because the year was

company AREVA using technology that

unusually cloudy and partly because, as the

has been criticized as somewhat less

plant owners (NRG Energy, BrightSource

than state of the art) is projected to cost

Energy and Google) stated before the plant

US$6–8bn per GWe. A consortium of Korean

came on line, it may take up to 4 years

companies lead by the Korea Electric Power

to reach full capacity. Output during the

Company (KEPCO) is building four AP1400

first three months of 2015 was roughly

reactors (1450 MWe) in the UAE, due to

2.7 times output during the first three

start producing electricity in 2017 to 2020,

months of 2014. (Data for this Section come

at a contracted cost of US$30bn

from the report by Pete Danko … http://

($5.2bn/GWe). Construction began in

breakingenergy.com/2015/06/17/ivanpah-

March 2011. These examples are all

solar-production-up-170-in-2015/)

First Of A Kind (FOAK) systems.
Costs are likely to reduce significantly

A leading question, however, is how

when more plants of the same type are

much of the total output was solar and

built. The Chinese estimate that their

how much was from gas combustion?

n-th of a kind nuclear reactors will

The amount of gas usage during 2014 was

cost as little US$1.7bn/GWe.

approximately 850,000 MMBtu, or 249,
110 MWh in thermal terms. Using the

A more comprehensive list of nuclear

stated steam units’ efficiency of 28.72%,

reactor build costs from 10 sites has been

the 2014 electric output from gas was

given recently (Sept. 2015) by the World

therefore 71,540 MWh-e. As the total output

Nuclear Association. They range from

was 408,000 MWh-e, this means that about

$1.5bn per GWe to $6.2bn per GWe.

17.5% of output came from gas combustion

These are what are referred to as

(although part of this would be associated

“overnight capital costs”. These costs

with the gas-fired daily boiler start-up).

do not account for finance charges,

which can increase the costs

More recent data would likely reduce the

substantially, depending critically

cost of gas appreciably.

on the construction time.
The above text considers construction
A crucial difference between nuclear and

costs and running costs separately.

fossil-fuel-based electricity production is in

A way to combine these costs to provide

the relative construction versus operating

a more comprehensive comparison with

costs. Construction costs for nuclear are

other forms of electricity generation is to

much greater than for coal or (especially)

use the Levelized Cost Of Electricity (LCOE).

gas plants, but running costs are less

LCOE represents the price that electricity

(and, importantly, less volatile). Part of the

must fetch in order to break even, after

reason for this is because nuclear reactors

taking into account the opportunity cost

use much less fuel … 1 kg of natural

of capital by applying a discount rate.

uranium if burnt in a conventional reactor

There are many estimates of LCOE

burning only 0.7% of the fuel yields 20,000

values across different technologies in

or more times as much energy as the same

the literature, and there are quite large

amount of coal. For pure U-235 the ratio is

uncertainties in these estimates. A major

much larger. The low fuel cost (currently

source of uncertainty for nuclear is in

amounting to around 0.5¢ per kWh) means

build time and the assumed interest and

that even substantial increases in the price

discount rates. Longer build time and

of uranium would not have much effect on

higher assumed interest rate can inflate

the price of nuclear electricity.

the LCOE considerably. The following Table
comes from the US Energy Information

Running cost estimates (i.e., costs for

Administration 2015 report and is fairly

electricity generation) also vary widely

typical of estimates in the literature (Table

and depend on assumptions made with

1 in http://www.eia.gov/forecasts/aeo/

regard to interest on debt, return on equity,

electricity_generation.cfm). Note that these

plant lifetime, etc. Once capital investment

costs take no account of the damages

costs are covered, because of the low cost

incurred by the various technologies.

of nuclear fuel per unit of electricity output,

For fossil-fuel-based electricity, through

existing nuclear plants operate at very

the costs of pollution on health and the

low costs. The following US figures

likely impacts of CO2-induced climate

(from the Nuclear Energy Institute, 2012)

change, these are substantial. Internalizing

are indicative: nuclear, 2.40¢/kWh;

these costs in LCOE calculations would give

coal, 3.27¢/kWh; gas, 3.40¢/kWh.

nuclear a large advantage over fossil fuels.

Table 3: LCOE data for a range of energy technologies
U.S. Average Levelized Costs (2013 $/MWh) for Plants Entering Service in 20201
Plant Type

Capacity

Levelized

Fixed

Variable

Transmission

Total

Factor
(%)

Capital
Cost

O&M

O&M
(including
fuel)

Investment

System
LCOE

Subsidy2

Total
LCOE
including
Subsidy

Dispatchable Technologies
Conventional
Coal

85

60.4

4.2

29.4

1.2

95.1

Advanced Coal

85

76.9

6.9

30.7

1.2

115.7

Advanced Coal
with CCS

85

97.3

9.8

36.1

1.2

144.4

Conventional
Combined Cycle

87

14.4

1.7

57.8

1.2

75.2

Advanced
Combined Cycle

87

15.9

2.0

53.6

1.2

72.6

Advanced CC
with CCS

87

30.1

4.2

64.7

1.2

100.2

Conventional
Combustion
Turbine

30

40.7

2.8

94.6

3.5

141.5

Advanced
Combustion
Turbine

30

27.8

2.7

79.6

3.5

113.5

Advanced
Nuclear

90

70.1

11.8

12.2

1.1

95.2

Geothermal

92

34.1

12.3

0.0

1.4

47.8

Biomass

83

47.1

14.5

37.6

1.2

100.5

Natural Gasfired

-3.4

44.4

Non-Dispatchable Technologies
Wind

36

57.7

12.8

0.0

3.1

73.6

Wind – Offshore

38

168.6

22.5

0.0

5.8

196.9

Solar PV3

25

109.8

11.4

0.0

4.1

125.3

-11.0

114.3

Solar Thermal

20

191.6

42.1

0.0

6.0

239.7

-19.2

220.6

Hydroelectric4

54

70.7

3.9

7.0

2.0

83.5

Source: US Energy Information Administration 2015 http://www.eia.gov/forecasts/aeo/electricity_generation.cfm)

Table 3: LCOE data for a range of energy technologies
1

Costs for the advanced nuclear technology reflect an online date of 2022.

2

The subsidy component is based on targeted tax credits such as the production or investment tax credit available
for some technologies. It only reflects subsidies available in 2020, which include a permanent 10% investment tax
credit for geothermal and solar technologies. EIA models tax credit expiration as follows: new solar thermal and PV
plants are eligible to receive a 30% investment tax credit on capital expenditures if placed in service before the end
of 2016, and 10% thereafter. New wind, geothermal, biomass, hydroelectric, and landfill gas plants are eligible to
receive either: (1) a $23.0/MWh ($11.0/MWh for technologies other than wind, geothermal and closed-loop biomass)
inflation-adjusted production tax credit over the plant’s first ten years of service or (2) a 30% investment tax credit, if
they are under construction before the end of 2013. Up to 6 GW of new nuclear plants are eligible to receive an $18/
MWh production tax credit if in service by 2020; nuclear plants shown in this table have an in-service date of 2022.

3

Costs are expressed in terms of net AC power available to the grid for the installed capacity.

4

As modeled, hydroelectric is assumed to have seasonal storage so that it can be dispatched within a season, but
overall operation is limited by resources available by site and season.

As with the earlier information, the results

lack of supply at times when wind speeds

in this Table show that the overall (LCOE)

are low. For both wind and solar (both solar

cost for nuclear is comparable with other

thermal and photovoltaics), a crucial issue

forms of electricity production, cheaper

is what technology is used to fill the

than coal and solar, but more expensive

“no supply” gap. If, as is currently the case,

than gas, wind and geothermal. The ratio

the main such technology is gas, then wind

of solar thermal to nuclear in this Table is

and solar cannot be considered as

2.5, similar to the above results for Ivanpah

carbon-free. Even if suitable storage

and mainly reflecting differential capital

technology were to be available, this is

costs for construction. There are large

far from being the answer. With high

uncertainties in many of the LCOE numbers

penetration of these technologies (i.e.,

given here. For example, it has already been

if they become the primary source of

noted that a large part of the cost of nuclear

electricity) there are two problems.

arises from the cost of plant construction.

The first is that energy can only be stored

A large range of construction costs has

when there is excess over demand.

been given above, and this range gives at

In most foreseeable circumstances,

least a rough measure of the uncertainty

the energy excess when supply exceeds

in LCOE for nuclear. Note that the LCOE for

demand (i.e., cumulative time multiplied by

solar PV is only about half of that for solar

mean excess) will be less than the energy

thermal, but still greater than nuclear.

deficit (i.e., cumulative time when supply is
near zero multiplied by the mean deficit),

For wind, the advantage of lower LCOE is

so the amount of stored energy will be

offset by the low capacity factor and the

insufficient to fill the supply gap … unless

many more plants are built than might

technologies simply won’t work; we need a

otherwise be required. The second problem,

fundamentally different approach.“

which applies to any form of electricity
generation, is the need to provide both base

There are many inequities in the electricity

load power and adequate supply during

market, varying a lot between different

periods of peak demand. Again,

countries. For example, wind and solar

for renewable technologies like wind

are often either directly or indirectly

and solar the only solution here is to build

subsidized (the latter through direct

many more plants than might otherwise

subsidies or through feed-in tariffs that

be required. In both cases, the solutions

can be at unrealistically high levels).

will add considerably to costs, to levels

Furthermore, in some countries (Belgium,

that would likely be unacceptable.

Sweden, Germany and the UK), nuclear is
specifically taxed without environmental

Perhaps the most open-minded

justification in spite of it being the cleanest

assessment of the scope for renewable

source of base load power.

energy was the $850 million Google
project “RE<C”, which aimed to develop

In addition, energy supply priorities are

renewable energy (RE) sources that would

sometimes provided to wind and solar

generate electricity cheaper than coal

that require that, when available, these

(C). Google has recently abandoned this

technologies supply the grid before other

project, stating that, even with continuing

generation technologies can be used.

steady improvements in renewable energy

This can unfairly increase the cost of

technologies, the possibility that such

nuclear (and, indeed, coal- and gas-

technologies would, alone, save the planet

powered) electricity. An economically

from “catastrophic climate change”

rational system would place these costs

was a “false hope” (Koningstein and Fork,

on the renewable technologies themselves,

IEEE Spectrum, Nov. 2014). RE<C did

by mandating that renewables should

not just consider wind and solar, but the

compete in the market on equal grounds

full spectrum of existing and anticipated

with other technologies. In reality,

renewable energy technologies.

renewables are generally shielded by
transferring the costs onto the system

Koningstein and Fork state “we came

as a whole, e.g. through ‘must-take’

to the conclusion that even if Google

contracts that mandate distributors to

and others had led the way toward a

buy renewable electricity whenever it

wholesale adoption of renewable energy,

is available, whatever costs might be

that switch would not have resulted in

incurred on other generators as a result.

significant reductions of carbon dioxide

These market arrangements are just

emissions. Trying to combat climate change

as important as the direct subsidies

exclusively with today’s renewable energy

offered to renewable investors.

Timing issues
It is frequently claimed that it would be

their nuclear development at the average of

impossible to build new nuclear power

the above rates, this would amount to 159

stations sufficiently rapidly to affect

reactors coming on line per year.

emissions reductions quickly enough
to be useful as a mitigation strategy.

Currently (2015), globally, electricity

Notwithstanding the fact that nuclear

production from fossil fuels (based on

would only be one part of a comprehensive

EIA data) is around 66 EJ per year.

mitigation strategy, which should include,

Projected generation over the coming 85

as well, growth in renewables, reductions

years is, clearly, subject to considerable

in demand, and carbon capture and storage

uncertainty and estimates vary widely.

(CCS), historical evidence shows that the

In the 2007 CCSP2.1a report, energy

above growth rate argument is specious.

projections are derived using three US

Here are two examples relating to the

Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs;

growth of nuclear capacity in France and

IGSM, MERGE and MiniCAM). The relative

in Sweden. In France, over 1977 to 1999,

fractional increases in the fossil-fuel

nuclear plants were brought on line at

component

the rate of more than 2.5 per year (3.3 per

of electricity generation over 2015 to 2100,

year over 1977 to 1993). For the median

under a no-climate-policy assumption, are,

population over 1977 to 1999, 58 million,

respectively, 3.68x, 2.41x and 3.37x. Using

this amounts to 47 reactors per year per

these to scale the actual 2015 value, and

billion (59 reactors per year per billion over

averaging over the three models, gives a

1977 to 1993). Similarly, in Sweden, starting

2100 value of 208 EJ/yr, corresponding

from no nuclear industry at all, 12 reactors

to a growth rate of 1.67 EJ/yr/yr.

were built over the period 1972 to 1986,
a rate of around 100 reactors per year

A 1.1GWe reactor with a capacity factor

per billion.

of 90% produces about 0.031 EJ per year.
Thus, to replace all current fossil-fuel-

How do these rates compare with

based electricity by nuclear (66 EJ/yr)

the potential demand rates for nuclear

would require building approximately 2130

technology in order to significantly replace

reactors. In addition, it would be necessary

fossil-fuel-based electricity generation?

to keep up with the projected no-climate-

If we consider only the six countries that

policy growth in the demand for electricity,

currently produce the largest amounts of

around 1.67 EJ/year, requiring another 54

nuclear electricity (USA, France, Russia,

reactors per year. If the current fossil-fuel-

South Korea, China and Canada), whose

based electricity production stock were to

total population is approximately 2 billion,

be fully replaced by nuclear by 2050 (35

and assume that all six countries expanded

years away) this would require building

2130 reactors in 35 years, around 61 per

We are not suggesting that nuclear should

year. Accounting for new reactors to keep

be the only source of carbon-free energy.

up with increased electricity demand adds

Clearly, other forms of carbon-free energy

another 54 reactors per year, so total

will and should have a role to play, along

elimination of fossil-fuel-based electricity

with improvements in end-use efficiency

with nuclear by 2050 would require building

and conservation efforts.

an average of 115 reactors per year to
2050, and then 54 reactors per year after

As with all such projections, these results

this, rates that are well below the scaled

should not be regarded as predictions,

up historical rate of 159 reactors per

but merely an effort to throw light on

year already mentioned. If current stock

(and destroy) the myth that reactors cannot

is not fully replaced until 2100, then the

be built at a rate sufficiently fast

average build rate from now to 2100 is 69

to significantly contribute to the mitigation

reactors per year. These results are entirely

requirements for stabilizing the climate.

consistent with other estimates in the

Evidence from past reactor build rates,

literature (see, e.g., Qvist and Brook,

when scaled up appropriately, shows that

PLOS ONE, May 13, 2015).

CO2 emissions from fossil-fuel-based
electricity generation could be cut to

It should be noted that the impressive build

zero by 2050 with nuclear alone. With a

rates in France and Sweden in the seventies

more balanced approach, cost-effectively

and eighties consisted of large pressurized

replacing fossil fuels in the electricity

reactors built mostly on-site. But there

sector with a portfolio of nuclear and

are credible designs on the verge of being

renewable energy, and reducing demand

built now that will allow mass producing

via conservation and efficiency

reactors in factories, allowing for far faster

improvements, the goal would be

deployment as well as reduced costs and

easier to achieve. But reaching this

excellent quality control.

goal with renewable technologies alone
would be much more difficult and may well

Of course, replacing fossil-fuel-based

be impossible. In any event, denying a role

electricity with nuclear is not the whole

for nuclear, when simple calculations like

answer, because only about one third of CO2

these can show that it could play a major

emissions come from electricity generation.

role is clearly unwise.

CONCLUSIONS
From the above it can be seen that there

Our primary conclusion amounts to a plea

is a body of evidence to demonstrate that

for rationality and sanity in the choice of

nuclear can be a cheaper or, at least in

energy technology options for reducing the

terms of cost, option comparable to wind

magnitude of future climatic change.

or solar. At around 11% of current global

The problem is sufficiently challenging

electricity supply, nuclear is demonstrably

that none of the available options to

scalable to a level where it could fully

combat climate change can be ignored.

displace fossil electricity generation.

It is vital that nuclear energy should be

Furthermore, nuclear has none of the

a part of the future energy portfolio.

problems of intermittency or storage that
prevent wind and solar from providing a

Tom M.L. Wigley,

comprehensive solution to the challenge
of displacing and replacing fossil fuel.

University of Adelaide, South Australia, and

Nuclear can provide reliable base load and

National Center for Atmospheric Research,

peak (load following) supply and, as such,

Boulder, CO. tmlwigley@gmail.com

it makes a technically simple and mature
substitute for coal and gas generation.
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cost. Such an outcome (making nuclear
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cheaper than coal and gas) will enable
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into electricity. It is important to distinguish
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these two forms of energy. For example,
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a power plant may generate heat, or

and Burton Richter. As reviewers they

thermal energy, at a rate of 1 GigaWatt,

have provided very useful feedback, but this

which, strictly, should be denoted 1 GWth.

does not mean that they fully endorse the

Because the conversion to electricity is

product. I take full and sole responsibility

relatively inefficient, the electrical output

for the views expressed.

will be less by a fraction determined by the
plant’s thermodynamic efficiency. Electrical
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output is denoted by GWe. Efficiency (now
and projected) varies from around 30 to

Appendix: Energy Units

60%, depending on a number of factors.

Energy information is specified in two ways,

efficiency the electrical output will

by the rate at which energy is produced

be 0.35 GWe.

For a 1 GWth plant operating at 35%

(“power”) and/or by the total amount of
energy produced or consumed over a

Total output is often specified by the total

given period of time. The fundamental

over an hour, as GWh. In general, GWh data

units are: for power, the Watt (W); and,

correspond to the electrical rather than the

for total production, the Joule (J).

thermal output. Alternatively, output over

A Watt corresponds to a Joule

a year may be given in ExaJoules …

per second; 1 W = 1 J/sec.

1 EJ = 1018 J. ExaJoules are more often
used for total production for many power

For convenience, various arithmetical

plants, such as the global total value.

prefixes are used: kilo (k, 103), Mega

Electrical usage at the consumer level is

(M, 106), Giga (G, 109), Tera (T, 1012)

often specified in kilowatt-hours, or kWh.

and Exa (E, 1018). So, for example,

Prices are often specified in ¢/kWh,

1 GigaWatt = 1 GW = 109 W.

or $/MWh.

The operating power of a generating plant

Conversion factors

is generally specified in MegaWatts (MW)
or GigaWatts (GW). Total power summed

• 1 EJ/yr = 31.688 GW = 0.031688 TW

over many plants, such as the global level,

• 1 GW = 0.031558 EJ/yr

may be expressed in TeraWatts (TW).

• 1,000,000 GWh = 3.6 EJ
• 1 GW for a year = 8766 GWh

In electricity production we distinguish

• 1 ¢/kWh = $10/MWh

thermal from electrical energy.
Electric power plants work by first
generating heat and then converting this

[These values use 365.25 days as the average
length of a year.]
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